The Role #5 - An Alpha Billionaire Romance

Introducing part 5 of The Role series...
Graham Williams has it all. His father
owns the most prestigious financial
services firm in Southern California and is
ready to retire and give the company to
Graham. At age 27, hes a financial genius
himself, one of the best in the firm. But
partying and women, lots and lots of
women, take up the majority of Grahams
time when hes away from work (and
sometimes even during work). But the tall,
handsome, muscular partner has a huge
problem; stop womanizing, find a wife and
settle down--or lose the business that he
deserves.
Abigail Thomas thinks
Hollywood sucks. After being here for four
years trying to break into acting, shes a
waitress at Dennys and an unnamed extra
on a television show. She auditions to be a
pretend server at Wolfgang Pucks after an
Oscar party to help raise money for his
charity. She knows that all of the contacts
she could hope for will be there, and thinks
that this could be her break. Instead,
Graham and his best friend, Anthony
Rigatoni, convince Abigail to become
Grahams Fake Girlfriend for 60 days. The
pay is great, the perks are endless, and all
she has to do is meet his parents, spend two
months in his beachfront penthouse condo,
and collect her paycheck. Can Abbs and
Graham pull it off? What will they do as
they grow more and more attracted to each
other? Can they fake it even if its real? And
what about the real contract Grahams
father has presented--stay married for a
year or you get nothing?
Can two
intelligent, attractive, self-assured people
who know what they want, find the way to
get it without destroying each others
life...or their own lives? ** This hot alpha
billionaire romance is perfect for fans of
Ellie Danes, Kelly Flavor, J.S. Scott and
Cassie Cross **
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